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Infragistics makes it easier to deliver flexible, powerful and usable business intelligence to your
applications end users. By having each data visualization control focus on the ways you need to

display data, and by placing the flexibility to manipulate it and refine it in the hands of end users,
Infragistics gives you a powerful foundation on which to build your own high-end business

intelligence solutions. These data visualization controls are the perfect capstone on a foundation of
line of business controls that spans all four.NET platforms, and while they are sold separately, no

better value exists than NetAdvantage Ultimate which includes all data visualization controls for both
WPF and Silverlight. The Infragistics Force9 Data Grid is built on top of the Infragistics NetAdvantage

for Windows Forms framework. Developing rich, interactive client applications across a range of
platforms can be a challenge. The Force9 Data Grid is a powerful new grid control designed for rapid
application development. Building custom controls is also a challenge. The Infragistics NetAdvantage

for Windows Forms framework offers controls that are easier to use, easier to design and easier to
implement. The Infragistics NetAdvantage for Windows Forms framework offers controls that are

easier to use, easier to design and easier to implement. Whether you're developing client
applications across a range of platforms or building custom controls, NetAdvantage offers you the

flexibility to do this with confidence and speed. If you work with large amounts of data, you'll
appreciate the Windows Forms Toolbox controls. They take Visual Studio 2008's familiar tool window
dialogs and provides them with state-of-the-art visual fidelity. The window background is now a live
preview of the control's behavior. On double click, the control opens in the designer and the design-
time experience is as good as it is in Visual Studio. The surface of the control is a live preview of the
data binding. If a binding error occurs, a designer-provided binding error message is displayed with
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an indication of the line of code that raises the error. The designer window can be dragged anywhere
in the Visual Studio IDE. The preview control stays on top and there's no need to drag it to another
location, just to the surface of the IDE. User Interface (UI) elements are now aligned with the main

elements within the designer. For example, a data control takes the width of the form, not the
margin on the form.
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in this year’s update, infragistics has added several new enhancements, including an improved
search experience, which offers an enhanced user experience using the microsoft office suite’s
lightning experience search (such as unified search and lightning search for exchange). also, in
response to customer requests, infragistics offers a support for the new windows 8 applications,
office 2013, office 365, exchange 2013, sharepoint 2013, and business intelligence applications.

infragistics will support office 2013 applications on windows, mac and linux, also adding support for
office 365 and exchange 2013 deployment. this is also the first time infragistics offers a full api for
office 2013 enterprise deployment; this api exposes office 2013 capabilities for your applications
and/or services. if you haven’t yet installed office 2013, this is a great time to do so. in addition,

infragistics offers a new digital media selection experience. this new experience provides a context-
based ecosystem that provides the ability to share and collaborate across businesses and

organizations in real time. additionally, infragistics’ industry leadership in report management
through our power bi product continues to grow, with numerous enhancements including importing
content from power bi, power bi viewer, power bi mobile, excel services, microsoft office, sharepoint
and from a web site. this year, infragistics power bi will also provide a new feature called app roles,

allowing organizations to set permissions for apps in their deployment and then apply those
permissions at the app level. 5ec8ef588b
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